
Advantages

<p>   <strong>You will benefit from the following advantages by opting for fleet management
provided by NSS Lease:</strong><br />   � Streamlining information - over the entire duration
of the agreement, NSS will asign to the customer a unique manager for the entire car park. This
service will streamline and render more efficient the communication regarding car park
management;<br />   � Your vehicle budget is carefully managed and optimised: you choose
the company vehicles that you need; you decide on the term and mileage required; you select
any add-ons and you pay a fixed monthly payment that covers each of these criteria.<br />   No
surprise and a budget that is spread evenly over the period that suits you.<br />   - No impact on
cash flow: payments are deducted as operating expenses over the period in question and
therefore have no effect on the structure of your balance sheet.<br />   - The day-to-day
management of your vehicles is simplified: NSS Lease experts handle the management and
follow-up of your contract from A to Z. They will also provide assistance and close follow up
regarding your operating and administrative needs from the vehicle delivery to its final
return.</p>  <p>   � Efficient and fast control over all information related to the vehicles
belonging to the company�s car park;<br />   � Specific knowledge of experts in the field;<br />
  � Comprehensive offer (financing, insurance, fuel consumption management);<br />   �
Professional and personalized consultance at the height of the Porsche standard;<br />   �
Elimination of cash payments for maintenance operations;<br />   � Verification of maintenance
invoices in accordance with the manufaturers� reccommendations;<br />   � Providing an
accessible solution as far as costs are concerned, allowing for the fast recovery of the
investment expenses;<br />   � Efficient means of saving the time alloted to car fleet
management.<br />   � You concentrate on your business, we concentrate on your and your
staff mobility and comfort</p>  <p>   <br />   <strong>NSS - Lease services eliminate
risks!</strong><br />   Following a detailed analysis, we shall introduce to you a concept by
means of which you will be able to reduce the expenses of your car park by up to 15%.</p> 
<p>   The 4 stages intended for a more efficient management of the car park:<br />   �  
 Analysis<br />   �    Consultancy<br />   �    Personalized offer<br />   �    Car park
maintenance</p>  
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